Introduction
Granular Computing is a new computing paradigm. The panel will focus on its potentials on E-security and web intelligence among others. One of the main component of granular computing is "Granulate and Conquer," that lies in the heart of this conference. Fruitful discussions and conclusions will be expected.
E-security
A common definition of computer security is: " a system is secure if it adequately protects information that it processes against unauthorized disclosure, unauthorized modification, and unauthorized withholding (denial of service)." Currently, no systems can assure all of these. The first major efforts on such a system is the so called mandatory access control (MAC). It is for military security. The main idea is the control of information flows.
In commercial side, a commonly used model is called discretionary access control (DAC). It is based on a totally different concept. In spite of its popularity DAC is known to be, due to the Trojan horse problem, not a secure system under this definition. The E-security, often implemented in DAC form, does need stronger security; information flows do need to be regulated. For example, an HIP patient may has to give his information to Medical organization, yet he definitely does not want the information being forward to insurance company. DAC is powerless on this; some have suggested that we regulate by the privacy law. However, the law cannot stop the Trojan horse.
Recent development of granular computing does provide some light on E-security; that will be addressed by T. Y. Lin in this panel.
Granular Computing
We will only say few words here, as T. Y. Lin who initiates this subject will discuss the fundamentals principle and two "killer" applications, one on security, and another on web intelligence. Shusaku Tsumoto regards GrC as an integration of two classical notions "divide and conquer" and "covering." He illustrates the idea in the area of machine learning and rule mining.
Web Intelligence
T. Y. Lin regards web documents as knowledge representation of human thoughts. Based on this he presents a mathematical model of human thoughts hidden in the document set by a special kind of granular model. Even though this mathematics is quite foreign to computer scientists, it is an old notion, called simplical complex, in combinatorial topology.
Ning Zhong presents his recent view of web intelligence though Brain Informatics and vice versa. It is clear human level web intelligence is closely tied up with Brain Informatics, and these will be the foundation of his final goal in building wisdom web.
